Fatigue: Where to from now?

Most research on the effects of fatigue finish by saying that more research is needed on the effects
of fatigue on nurses, but I have a different idea.
I think more research is needed on occupational strategies for reduction of fatigue in nursing.
So what do we need to know?
The problem is that the will to change is vastly influenced by the ready access to palatable
answers.
We need the full package delivered to the doorstop with a guarantee.
Therefore, the topics for research are rich and diverse.
They can be grouped into distinct subgroups, including:
Clinical Work Patterns:
Rostering patterns
Tasking and human factor ergonomics
Workload distribution
On call

Recovery from Fatigue
Strategic napping
Sleep hygiene and nutrition
Restoration (recovery) science
Wellbeing tactics

Strategic Governance
Fatigue monitoring and reporting
Economics of fatigue in health
Change mechanics

Attitudinal Factors
Education
Psychology ( beliefs and values)
Occupational health advocacy

Anthropological Considerations:

Note to self: Is it true that:

The dynamics behind longer shift hours (10-12 hours +)
and reliance on on-call to address out-of-hours emergency caseloads
is purely fiscal?

Perspectival bias:
Decreased overlap and change over times through longer shift lengths are seemingly to the
employer's advantage.
Any advantage the employee gained regarding task completion and job satisfaction is quickly
eroded as work load expands to accommodate the new paradigm of evolving workload tectonics.
Further, longer work hours then remove downstream choices which would otherwise have been
valid in the shorter working day, and which may have been family and carer friendly, or a safer fit
for the reduced capacity fatigue-related endurance of older or injured workers.

Calculating the True Cost of Fatigue-Adverse Systems Practices and Cultures:
The above rationale is further obfuscated by obtuse assessments of risks and benefits:
(1) Small economic benefits continue to flow over time to the administration
(2) Amid the perceptual advantages seen by nurses at the outset of change,
subtle windfalls seem advantageous but prove disadvantageous over time,
and these disadvantages continue in perpetuity to flow to the nurses.
(3) The hidden industry-wide costs are many orders of magnitude larger than the perceived
departmental budgetary gains when calculations are recalibrated to include the cost of poor
outcomes and lost bed days incurred by errors relating directly and indirectly to occupationally
induced fatigue.
(4) Following significant overtime and recall, recovery for an individual can take many days, and
continued exposure can easily matriculate into chronic fatigue.
(5) Fatigue leads directly to preventable harm or death attributable to errors, large and small.
For the sake of definition: 'Workload tectonics' is a term which allows us to look at clinical tasking,
ergonomics and workload distribution over time in a more visual format, metaphorically like moving
tectonic plates around.
By looking at tectonic blocks of work load, we can then accurately identify when redistribution or
restoration is needed, and target high risk black spots which exacerbate increasing fatigue.

Workload Tectonics:
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Strategy
So How do you go about instituting a fatigue policy at your workplace?
I think you need to use every tactic in the strategy rulebook, and then some.

Strategies:
Once you accept fatigue as a problem, recognise the scale of the problem, and decide to act;
you then need to assign accountability according to:
Executive level accountability:
Unit level accountability:
Clinician level accountability:

Then you need to replace pre-existing beliefs and values with evidence based rationales and build
the skill base demanded to redress operational obstacles.
Finally, you need to use goal setting strategies to act on each of the recommendations of the
ACORN Guideline with the aim of, as much as is reasonably possible, eliminating fatigue.

Teaching 'Fatigue':
So, how do you teach 'Fatigue'?
In teaching Fatigue, the most important step is to acknowledge the fact that change is possible.
Once you cease to be frightened of the issue you need to address, the rest is easy.
Just don't expect to know all the answers right now.

Teaching Fatigue:
Know the evidence
Know the parameters
Know the Authorities which invest you with the power to institute safety and quality measures
Know the Accountability of each invested group
Know the tools by which you will achieve the outcome
Know the processes, including obstacles to success
Know the endpoint
Then, realising the possibilities that affirmative action can afford, you can, in series or in parallel,
acknowledge and start to tackle all the other 2EisH

